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Introduction

 As wireless technologies continue to grow, more and more
spectrum resources will be needed.

 Within the current spectrum regulatory framework, however, all of
the frequency bands are exclusively allocated to specific services.

 No violation from unlicensed users is allowed.

 A recent survey of spectrum utilization made by the FCC has
indicated that the actual licensed spectrum is largely underutilized
in vast temporal and geographic dimensions .

 The spectrum usage varies significantly in various time, frequency,
and geographic locations.

 Spectrum utilization can be improved significantly by allowing a
secondary user to utilize a licensed band when the primary user
(PU) is absent.

 So detecting spectrum holes is important in new wireless
technologies.
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Cognitive Radio Overview 

 Cognitive radio is a solution to the spectral congestion

problem by introducing opportunistic usage of the frequency

bands that are not heavily occupied by licensed users.

 It will allow the agile and efficient utilization of the radio

spectrum by offering distributed terminals or radio cells the

ability of radio sensing, self-adaptation, and dynamic spectrum

sharing.

Two primary objectives :

1) Highly reliable communications whenever and wherever

needed .

2) Efficient utilization of the radio spectrum.
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Cognitive Radio Overview

 In the definition adopted by FCC Cognitive radio is a radio or

system that:

 Senses its operational electromagnetic environment.

 Dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating

parameters to modify system operation .

o Parameters such as:

o Transmit power

o Carrier frequency

o Modulation strategy
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CR Functions

 Spectrum Sensing
◦ Determine which portions of the spectrum are available and detect the 

presence of licensed users when a user operates in a licensed band.

 Spectrum Management
◦ Select the best available channel.

 Spectrum Mobility
◦ Vacate the channel when a licensed user is detected.

 Spectrum Sharing
◦ Coordinate access to this channel with other users.
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Spectrum Sensing

• Spectrum sensing is a key element in CR

communications, as it enables the CR to adapt to its

environment by detecting spectrum holes.

• One of the most important challenges for cognitive

radio systems is to identify the presence of primary

(licensed) users over a wide range of spectrum at a

particular time and specific geographic location.

• So spectrum sensing is significant in CRs in avoiding a

collision with the licensed user and improving the licensed

spectrum utilization efficiency.
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Spectrum Sensing

Definition

• Detection probability : the probability of detecting

right primary user.

• False alarm probability :probability of deciding on

presence of PU when it is absent in fact.
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Spectrum Sensing Methods

To enhance the detection probability, many

signal detection techniques can be used in

spectrum sensing.

Two main categories :

 Primary transmitter detection

 Interference Temperature Concept
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Primary transmitter

detection methods 

 Energy Detection 

 Wave-form Based Sensing

 Radio Identification Based Sensing

 Matched Filtering

 Other 
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Energy Detection 
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 If prior knowledge of the PU signal is unknown, the

energy detection method is optimal for detecting any

signals.

 The energy detector scheme incurs a very low

computational and implementation cost and

complexities and therefore is widely used.

 In this approach, the radio-frequency (RF) energy in the

channel or the received signal strength indicator is

measured to determine whether the channel is idle or

not.



ED Disadvantages
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 It has poor performance under low SNR conditions.

This is because the noise variance is not accurately

known at the low SNR, and the noise uncertainty may

render the energy detection useless.

 The threshold used in energy selection depends on the

noise variance.

 Another challenging issue is the inability to differentiate

the interference from other secondary users sharing

the same channel and the PU.



Spectrum Sensing Challenges

1. Hardware Requirements 

2. Hidden Primary User Problem

3. Detecting Spread Spectrum Primary Users

4. Sensing Duration and Frequency

5. Security
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Spectrum Sensing Challenges

Hidden Primary User Problem

 Primary transmitter’s signal could not be detected because of the

locations of devices . It can be caused by many factors including

severe multipath fading or shadowing observed by secondary users.
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Cooperative Communications

 Cooperative communications allows different 

users or nodes in a wireless network to share 

resources and to create collaboration.

 Cooperative communication promises 

significant capacity and gain increase in wireless 

networks.
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Cooperative Communications

 It has mainly three protocols:

 Amplify & forward (AF)

o The received signal is amplified and retransmitted to the
destination.

o Simple and low cost implementation

o Noise is also amplified

 Decode & forward (DF)

o The relay attempts to decode the received signals. If
successful, it re encodes the information and retransmits it.

 Compress & forward (CF)

o Generate an estimate of the received signal then compressed,
encoded, and transmitted in the hope that the estimated
value may assist in decoding the original codeword at the
destination.
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Cooperative Spectrum

Sensing
 cooperative spectrum sensing is performed as :

1. Every CR performs its own local spectrum sensing

measurements independently and makes a binary

decision on whether the PU is present or not.

2. All of the CRs forward their decisions to a common

receiver.

3. The common receiver fuses the CR decisions and

makes a final decision to infer the absence or

presence of the PU.
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Cooperative Spectrum

Sensing
 Cooperative spectrum sensing is used to enhance

the reliability of detecting PUs:

 Decreases the probabilities of miss-detection and

false alarm.(e.g. when one CR is far away from

the primary user)

 Solve hidden primary user problem.

 Decrease sensing time.
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Cooperative Spectrum

Sensing
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Cooperative Sensing Challenges

 Increased complexity

 Cooperative spectrum sensing will go through

two successive channels: 1) sensing channel

(from the PU to CRs) and 2) reporting channel

(from the CRs to the common receiver). This

will deteriorate the transmission reliability of

the sensing results.
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Cooperative Sensing Challenges

 In a CR network with a large number of CRs,

cooperative spectrum sensing may become

impractical because in a time slot only one CR

should send its local decision to the common

receiver so as to separate decisions easily at the

receiver end.

 Cooperating with all users in the network does not

necessarily achieve the optimum performance.

 Cognitive users with highest primary user’s signal

to noise ratio are chosen for collaboration.

 Cooperation can be done with two CRs per cluster

while keeping the others isolated.
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Methods of Cooperation

 External sensing

◦ An external agent performs the sensing and

broadcasts the channel occupancy information

to CRs.

 Collocated sensing Among CRs

◦ Centralized Sensing

◦ Distributed Sensing
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Centralized Sensing
 A central unit

◦ Collects sensing information from cognitive devices.

◦ Identifies the available spectrum.

◦ Broadcasts this information to other cognitive radios.

 Disadvantage

◦ In the case of a large number of users, the bandwidth required

for reporting becomes huge.

 Solution

◦ Local observations of cognitive radios are quantized to one bit

to reduce the sharing bandwidth.

◦ Only the cognitive radios with reliable information are allowed

to report their decisions to the central unit (Censoring).
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Distributed Sensing

 In this case, cognitive nodes share information among

each other and make their own decisions as to which

part of the spectrum they can use.

 To minimize the network overhead due to collaboration

only final decisions are shared .

 Advantage

◦ There is no need for a backbone infrastructure it has

reduced cost.
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External Sensing

 External sensing algorithms solve some problems

associated with the internal sensing:

◦ Overcoming hidden primary user problem.

◦ Spectrum efficiency is increased as the cognitive radios do

not spend time for sensing.

◦ Power consumption problem of internal sensing is solved

since the sensing network does not need to be mobile and

not necessarily powered by batteries.
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Cooperative Spectrum

Sensing(soft-hard)

 Hard :

Each node decides on the presence or

absence of the primary user and sends its

decision to central unit or other nodes.

One advantage of this method is the

easiness and that it needs less bandwidth.
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Cooperative Spectrum

Sensing(soft-hard)

 Soft :

The node does not decide and just sends

its observations to central unit or other

nodes.

Although this method consume more

bandwidth but it works better than hard

methods.
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Hard Methods

 OR

 AND

 M out of N

 Other methods 
– Censor 

– ……
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OR 

 In this method even if just one node

detects the primary user’s signal, the

whole system decides that the primary

user is present.

 In the simulation result the we assume

that the method is centralized and each

node’s detector is energy detector.
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OR
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OR

 From the simulation it is clear that when

the number of the nodes increases,

probability of detection will increase too.

 The probability of detection and false

alarm in this method are:
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AND

 When this method is applied the whole

cognitive system will consider the primary

user present, if all of the nodes can detect

it.
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AND
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AND

 As it can be seen in the simulation in this

method the system’s efficiency does not

change a lot when the number of the

nodes changes.

 The probability of detection and false

alarm in this method are:
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M out of N

 This method will help the system designer

to decide on the number of the nodes

which will cause the system to consider

the primary user present.
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Majority

 A kind of M out of N method in which

the number of M is equal to [N/2]+1

 While the number of M changes with the

changes in the number of N, this method

works better than the simple M out of N.
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M out of N
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M out of N

 This method works on both probabilities

and both probability of detection and

probability of false alarm can be improved

in this method.

 Probability of detection and false alarm

are :
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Compare

 Each of hard methods discussed above

have some advantages and some

disadvantages.

 The OR method improves the probability

of detection but in other hand it increases

the probability of false alarm too.
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Compare 

 The AND method decreases the

probability of false alarm but it also

decreases the probability of detection.

 In the M out of N method the number of

M can be chosen in a way that both

probabilities will stay in an accepted

domain.
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Compare 
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Other

 There are some other methods that try

to make spectrum usage more efficient.

 As it is clear the cooperative method

make the estimations more reliable but it

also consume more bandwidth.

 Methods like censoring are recommended

to lessen the bandwidth usage.
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Censor

 In censoring method each node will 

decide using  two thresholds and if the 

detection energy is between thresholds 

the node will sent nothing to the central 

unit.

 Depends on the number of the nodes 

that do not send bits to the central unit 

the spectrum utilization will reduce.
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Censor

 : no signal detected

 : primary user’s signal detected
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Soft Decision Combining

 Equal Gain Combining

 Maximal Gain Combining
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Equal Gain Combining

 It is one of the simplest soft methods.

 In this method the estimated energy in

each node is sent to the base station and

there they will be added together. Then

this summation is compared to a

threshold to decide on the existence or

absence of the primary user.
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Maximal Gain Combining

 The difference between this method and

equal gain combining is that in this

method the energy received in the central

unit is multiplied to a weight and then

added up. This weight depends on the

distance from the node and the primary

user.
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Soft & Hard Combination

 The method is just like censoring but

when the detection energy is between

two thresholds the node will send the

energy itself and not the decision.
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Soft & Hard Combination

 This method uses more bandwidth but it

has better efficiency too.

 The soft and hard combination method

suggests a good tradeoff between

performance and complexity.
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Conclusion 

 In cooperative spectrum sensing, several

secondary users share their detections

and with these detections the decision on

the presence or absence of the primary

user is made.

 Cooperative sensing improves the

detection probability.

 Cooperative sensing can be in hard or

soft methods.
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Conclusion

 Hard method is easier but soft methods

have better efficiency and will improve

the detection probability.

 There are some methods which are a

combination of soft and hard methods.

 The softend hard combination method

achieves a good tradeoff between

performance and complexity.
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Any question?
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